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Abstract
Usability of different aspects of websites is a practice commonly explored in various studies throughout the past several years. The feedback gained by these projects
allowed companies to build sites that would best fit their users’ needs and preferences.
Most of the study of the particular aspects of sites has been done over websites with a
content consisting mostly of various texts and has led to the pattern in which content
is along the top and sides of a page. As there has been little research over how best to
design the layout of a website whose content relies mostly on videos, it was difficult
to determine what ‘rules’ designers should follow for these sites. In this study, we
hypothesized that there was a pattern for video-based websites similar to that of other
websites and decided to test several sites for the usability of their layouts. Results revealed certain patterns followed by the users when interacting with the tested sites and
led to the beginning stages of the preferable overall design of a video-based website.
*****
Introduction

U

sability is the practice of determining how usable a product is for an audience. Though this process is commonly used in testing physical products,
the age of websites and the internet ushered in a new type of usability.
Now used to test different aspects of websites such as their page layouts, information
and satisfaction to an audience, usability practices became a widely adopted step essential in the process of creating an online product.
Most of the current studies and tests of usability available were conducted over
websites that mainly contained information for a user in the form of text. Several different principles of design for these types of websites were developed as more testing
was done over their various parts. This has led to a distinct pattern in text-based website layouts.
Despite the common success in testing a product that usability has brought through
the years, it has not been utilized efficiently to review all different types of websites.
What has not been covered sufficiently in the past several years is research over the
layout of a more video-based website. There is little research to be found concerning
the most-used and common pattern for website layouts that contain mostly video content. There were no set or accepted rules for how these websites needed to be designed
in order to best fit the user’s needs. This research project concerned itself mostly with
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discovering what could be the beginning of a more standard ‘basic’ set-up video-based
website designs.
Literature Review
There has been much research done over the different aspects of usability and what
exactly it entails. For many researchers, usability is defined as “a structured process of
getting information on the extent to which a product can be used by the intended users
to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified
context of use” (Ward and Hiller 156). The process itself has had many uses over the
time of its existence. It is not only used for websites but for “products” as well (Ward
and Hiller 156). Over the years, it has shifted into becoming a “much more diverse”
practice that “has changed from being an add-on to the development process to becoming an integrated part of it” (Madsen 61). There is even a difference in how it is
conducted, as “different domains may require different sets of evaluating criteria/tools”
(Zhang et. Al. 78).
Despite the technical definition of usability, there is another aspect of a product
or website that the researchers must take into consideration. Due to recent studies,
it is suggested that “aesthetics may play an important role in product and systems
design” (Sonderegger and Sauer 1). In more common terms, this is known as design.
Design is a base for usability; the two must coexist or a website will fail. Design essentially “relates to how the product communicates” with a user (Rubin and Chisnell
11). However, despite this fact, “design research is a more recent phenomenon” in the
realm (Roth 18). According to Jason Beaird’s The Principles of Beautiful Web Design,
“Some people become caught up in the aesthetics and graphics, and forget about the
user, while some usability gurus get lost in their user testing and forget about visual
appeal” (5). For a website to be successful, it is “essential to maximize both” (Beaird
5). Overall, “website searching is a goal-oriented activity,” and the different elements
must cooperate for the website to function correctly (Zhang et. Al. 78).
This need for design and usability has created patterns for website designers to
use. There has been much research over the patterns most companies follow. In these
patterns, most of the content that users will see is on the left side for this is where their
eyes will look because we are taught to read left to right. This is called the F-shaped
pattern. The eyes of a user are important to a usability test because “measurements of
eye movement can serve in transferring very useful information from man to machine”
(Barbuceanu and Antonya 23). This study and portion of usability testing is typically
called eye tracking. This is essentially the practice of tracking eye movements to see
the “dynamic trace of where attention is being directed” on a page (Spivey et. Al. 282).
Though eye tracking studies were mostly “conducted in psychology-related fields”
relating to advertisement, the extent of use has been growing over the past several
decades (Lai et. Al. 2). Eye tracking is a very useful practice to companies “concerned
with where to place advertisements on their web pages” (Rubin and Chisnell 112).
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Without seeing where a user’s eyes move to on a page, usability experts can not find
patterns or the best way to utilize a web page. This is very troubling to some companies
who strive to do their best to find the pattern that best works for them. Without a pattern
that is tested and proven to work, some companies would be unable to have a functioning website. For most websites, the testing is a necessary and private occurrence.
In fact, some “companies regard their usability testing as proprietary information and
often strenuously resist publication of usability testing data” (Meister and Enderwick
208). This testing, though private most of the time, is “one of the most important success factors in system quality” (Alshamari and Mayhew 402).
However, despite the broad research that has proven usability useful to companies,
there is not a satisfactory amount of research dedicated to different kinds of companies.
For sites that contain mostly word content, the patterns are easily seen and can be followed to provide a useful and pleasing website. For other sites such as those that carry
mostly visual content, there is not any research. Most of the research that has to do
with video-heavy websites has been over ads, such as where advertisements appear and
whether “in-stream advertisements can improve the viewing experience for users without sacrificing advertising value for advertisers or content owners” or not (Pashkevich
et al. 451). This was due to the fact that companies were spending “billions of dollars
annually to add a wide range of sophisticated features…to improve users’ experience
with their websites (Nadkarni and Gupta 501).
However, the current research has left questions about the preferred design of other
types of websites. As there has been little to no research done on the subject, there is no
defined pattern for the websites that contain a large number of videos that are mostly
uploaded by various users rather than one that incorporated videos in just ads. There
is, as far as is known, no significant placement of the video being viewed for these
websites as there are for some such as Yahoo or Fox News. This is critical information
to find, as currently “video sharing websites are a driving force behind this rise of the
Web as an alternative platform for viewing video content” (Cha 1). Though they make
up a significant number of websites, the amount of research dedicated to their design
research is very small. This leads to companies designing websites that may or may
not be the most effective for their purpose, which is to display videos to the users. As
YouTube “is the most popular online video community in the United States and in the
world,” it would be a good site to test for usability in order to find patterns for these
video-sharing websites to use (Pashkevich et al. 451). The study will be taken further by using various other video-based websites such as Hulu and Vimeo. This study
is intended to answer the following questions: How effective are the current website
designs, and whether or not there is a pattern that video-based websites should follow
when designing their user interface.
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Methods
This research will test 10 Angelo State University students from the ENG 3351 and
ENG 3352 courses. Most of these students are traditional, having come straight from
high school into college. They have varying experiences with different video-based
websites and computer technologies. They will be required to rate themselves from
beginner to expert on their experience level. These students will be recruited through a
course announcement by Dr. Kevin Garrison who will provide the moderator with an
extra credit sheet for the students to sign in exchange for their participation.
The lab used for the research is located in the basement level of the Academic
Building in room 004B. There are two different stations set up for various users of the
Usability Lab. There are dual computer monitors in one corner of the room where the
participant being tested is sitting. Attached to these computers is the Mirametrix S2
Eye Tracker as well as the software needed to run the eye tracker. The S2 Eye Tracker
uses infrared cameras and requires a calibration of 9 points on the screen to line up
with the user’s vision. An error rating of under 80 is good while under 40 is excellent.
This aids in providing eye tracking studies with reliable data. On the other side of the
lab is where the moderator conducting the research and test sits to monitor the participant. The moderator also has a set of dual monitors which record video clips of linear
fixations. Some of the other equipment provided for the study is a handheld audio
recorder to keep record of what the participants say during the post-test interview. The
moderator will take notes as well, but will use these audio files to get direct quotes and
have exact records of what each student thought during the test. There will be a pre-test
questionnaire, as well. All video clips, audio clips, and answers to the questionnaires
will be kept in an Excel spreadsheet for easy comparison on my laptop. All of this data
will be used to help answer the research question concerning design, therefore making
it all valuable to the project.
The procedures for the project will be the same for each student who is tested for
this research project.
Recruitment: The students will be recruited from Dr. Garrison’s Technical Writing
and Business Communication courses and offered extra credit for their participation.
Once students are contacted through email, the moderator will schedule meeting times
to conduct tests one on one.
Forms: Once they have entered the room, the moderator will give them a brief tour
to make them comfortable and ask them to fill out the IRB form and a Consent Form
and an Audio/Video Release Agreement (http://www.angelo.edu/dept/english_modern_languages/usability.php). This is to ensure that they know what will happen during
the test and what the moderator will do with the data collected.
Survey, Testing, Interview: Students will be given a pre-test questionnaire with several questions. This is to ask for their name and major as well as their experience with
the various websites tested and technologies used on the computer. Then, they will be
given a list of different video-based websites (such as Hulu, YouTube, Vimeo, etc.) and
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asked to rate their experience level with them on a scale from 1-5. This scale is called
the Likert Scale and will give me a better idea of what level each student is on before
they are tested. After the survey is conducted, the test will begin and they will be instructed to complete certain tasks tied to each different website. For YouTube, they will
be asked to find videos about how to make a paper airplane and to be able to answer
questions about the videos. If they have an account, the moderator will ask them to log
in before searching for the video. If they do not, the moderator will ask them to create
an account. For the next task, the moderator will ask them to navigate to Hulu and find
a video of John Oliver talking about the FIFA World cup and to be able to answer questions about it afterwards. Just as with YouTube, the students will be asked to either log
into their account on the site or to create one. For the last task, the moderator will ask
the student to go on Vimeo and find a video where Grumpy Cat is ‘signing’ books. For
the account question, the moderator will ask them to either log in or create an account.
They will watched trying to complete the goals without being given any hints. Once
they are done with the websites, the moderator will conduct an interview with each
student. The students will be asked questions about how easy or difficult they found
their tasks, what they think of the current website design, and what they like or dislike
about each website. This entire process will take 10 to 15 minutes for each student. To
protect the identity and information of each participant, the students will be labeled
participants 1-10. No names or any other information concerning their identity will be
released. The sheets from the survey that ask questions such as their major, name, and
experience will be kept locked in a filing cabinet in the Usability Lab to which only the
moderator and Dr. Garrison have access during the duration of this research. The audio
and visual data I collect will be stored on a flash drive before being placed on my computer for permanent storage. The files (both audio and visual) will then be deleted from
the flash drive. This information is then stored only on my laptop’s hard drive, and the
laptop itself is protected with a username and password only the moderator know. The
audio records from the interviews will be kept on a recorder which will be kept under
lock and key.
The data gathered from these tests will give answers as to the main research questions. These are questions having to do with the current level of efficiency of the various website designs being used, and whether or not they are liked by the public users.
The main data used for the research will be the video clips taken from the eye tracker,
as the moderator wants to see how the various students interacted with the design of
the websites. This will help determine what the ‘best’ design would be or what pattern
should be used to satisfy the largest percentage of users. However, to get accurate data,
the moderator will have to use deception: in order to get the best representation of how
the students will view the websites, the moderator will tell them in the beginning that
they will be asked questions about the video’s content once they have finished watching them; however, the moderator will rather ask questions concerning design, which
is the main objective in the study.
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Tube and Vimeo followed a similar pattern when playing results, making it simple to
find the one specified in the search. With Hulu however, the sporadic results made it
difficult for a participant to use.
The third result dealt with ads while watching the video itself. 9 of the 10 participants either skipped or completely ignored the ads, whether embedded in the video, the
search, or the search results.
The fourth result dealt with the design of all three websites. The participants found
YouTube simplistic and familiar, Vimeo unfamiliar but more simplistic than YouTube,
and Hulu overwhelming and difficult to work with.
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The last observations were details with video usability on all three websites. Participants watching the Hulu video would have trouble trying to find the time bar on the
video when asked how long they had watched the segment. Some other details were
that 4 participants full-screened at least one of the videos they were asked to watch,
while the rest watched it in the format originally presented. None of the participants
used closed captioning to watch the videos.
Discussion
The points discussed in the results section of this paper were good indicators for
what exactly the design of a video-based website should include. Currently in practice
are some factors that proved useful for a website while others were lacking in terms of
individual usability.
Creating an Account
Many different areas were covered by this research project, with the first arising
when the participants created accounts on the three different sites that were tested.
According to the data retrieved by the eye tracker, most of the students had no trouble
either signing in or signing up for an account on Vimeo. The link was on the front page
when the site was opened up, making it easy to find. However, Hulu’s was difficult to
navigate, and a few were dismayed by the time it took to locate the button they needed.
The website that gave participants the most trouble was YouTube. As the website is
owned by Google, Gmail accounts are required to sign into YouTube. The two being
intertwined added extra time onto each participant’s session, causing them to become
frustrated. Overall, however, the participants had little trouble whether they were the
owners of an account or not.
Search Engine
The next point of interest that was discovered through testing was the issue of the
search engine on each site. As one of the participants stated in their post-test interview,
“YouTube has just one column of suggestions”, which made it easy to navigate and
find the video they were supposed to watch. They liked the fact that the website provided a limited amount of results they could see at one time. This carried through with
Vimeo, as this website’s search was so specific that only a few results came up when
searching for their video. However, Hulu caused difficulty as the search engine is made
up of four columns and a participant could scroll through a list several pages long.
This caused the suggestions to be rather sporadic and, as participant 2 said in their
interview, “overwhelming”. So complicated was the process on that particular website
that often the participants would entirely miss the video about John Oliver discussing
the FIFA World Cup despite looking either near or directly at it (See Figure 1). Despite
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or Hulu, though both websites had them scattered throughout the website. They only
had complaints for YouTube, the only website that actually embedded ads in its videos.
Overall, participants would rather the ads disappear entirely from their viewing experience, as they only see them as a hassle.
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It was generally easy for a participant to follow. However, one spoke about how he
“disliked how often YouTube changes its layout” and that he would prefer for it to stay
one certain way. One factor of YouTube that the participants seemed split over was
the video suggestion bar to the right of the video they were watching at that moment.
Some liked the suggestions, though others found them “distracting” and just “caused
clutter.” They were unable to focus on the video due to being distracted by the suggestions (See Figure 3). Vimeo, the last video website tested, was the unfamiliar one.
None that were tested had ever used Vimeo to look up videos, though they did like its
“simplistic design” and “how easy it was to navigate”. They did not speak about how
different factors distracted them, or even scroll down to look at anything but the video
itself despite the fact the content was rather busy and almost too much information for
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What this research gathered about the ideal layout of a video-based website and

What this research gathered about the ideal layout of a video-based website and how peopl
how people watch the videos was that the overall design should aim for being simplistic
watch the videos was that the overall design should aim for being simplistic rather than
rather than complicated. Audiences would prefer less changes to their environment as
complicated.
Audiences would prefer less changes to their environment as they get used to
they get used to how something is placed on a page. However, as this research showed,
how something is placed on a page. However, as this research showed, familiarity does not
always mean a website will be easy to use. Despite knowing the site Hulu, participants still
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they preferred
Vimeo though the
majority had never heard about it until their testing day. Therefore, it has shown that the
simplicity of a website’s layout can be of more value than familiarity of one in terms of

familiarity does not always mean a website will be easy to use. Despite knowing the
site Hulu, participants still had the most problems with it over the other two, and they
preferred Vimeo though the majority had never heard about it until their testing day.
Therefore, it has shown that the simplicity of a website’s layout can be of more value
than familiarity of one in terms of usability.
Conclusion
The results of this research found that there are several problems with the layout
designs of the tested websites. Some contain too much clutter and are distracting while
others are confusing to navigate and leave their users frustrated. However, there are a
wide variety of this kind of website and this project only covered a small portion. A
further limitation of this research is that the websites tested all serve a different audience as their functions vary. YouTube and Vimeo contained mostly clips while Hulu’s
content included full-length episodes of different TV shows. The range of participants
was limited to Angelo State college students and therefore may not serve as an ideal
representation of the world population as a whole. Despite the limitations, the conclusion that ‘less is more’ is still made when it comes to what the college-age population
tested would prefer on their website layout designs.
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